Summary

Creator: Jacobi, Lou.

Title: Script and ephemera for Don't drink the water

Date: 1952-1967

Size: .25 linear feet (1 box)

Abstract: Collection contains a typescript of the play Don't Drink the Water by Woody Allen, with extensive manuscript annotations by Lou Jacobi; a playbill from the Broadway production at the Morosco Theatre dated July 1967; and a typescript carbon letter from Egon Dumler to Albert Bernstein inquiring about Jacobi's investment in Don't Drink the Water, dated October 18, 1967. Also includes an autographed photograph of Jacobi, inscribed "To my loving parents with best wishes always -- Lou May 26 52."

Access: Some collections held by the Dance, Music, Recorded Sound, and Theatre Divisions at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts are held off-site and must be requested in advance. Please check the collection records in the NYPL's online catalog for detailed location information. For general guidance about requesting offsite materials, please consult: https://www.nypl.org/about/locations/lpa/requesting-archival-materials

Physical Location: *T-Mss 2015-013

Preferred citation: Script and ephemera for Don't drink the water, Billy Rose Theatre Division, The New York Public Library

Scope and Content Note
Collection contains a typescript of the play Don't Drink the Water by Woody Allen, with extensive manuscript annotations by Lou Jacobi; a playbill from the Broadway production at the Morosco Theatre dated July 1967; and a typescript carbon letter from Egon Dumler to Albert Bernstein inquiring about Jacobi's investment in Don't Drink the Water, dated October 18, 1967. Also includes an autographed photograph of Jacobi, inscribed "To my loving parents with best wishes always -- Lou May 26 52."
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